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PHIZ'S MARCHIONESS

by Michael Steig
Frederic G. Kitton, writing in 1899, was critical of
Hablôt K. Browne's illustrations for The Old Curiosity Shop,
complaining that "their exaggerated grotesqueness" deprives
"these little pictorial compositions of much of their artistic

value." He had particularly harsh words for Phiz's

Marchioness :

It is difficult to believe that the terrible-looking creature
intended for the Marchioness, in the fifty-seventh and

sixty-fifth chapter, would ever have developed into a
"good-looking" girl, as she really did, according to the

text.1

The modern reader would be likely to consider the
grotesqueness of the illustrations appropriate to Dickens's
literary mode, but it is impossible to deny that there are

problems of consistency for this one character, both

between the pictured and the "good-looking" Marchioness,
and among the illustrations themselves. And the question
of Browne's interpretation is further complicated by the
fact that he did a later portrait which presents the Marchioness in a totally new way. This graphic material, whatever its artistic value, is of interest in relation to Dickens's
text, since it can be considered an especially valuable kind
of literary criticism, representing the view of a contemporary

who worked closely with the author; and it throws light

on a critical question that is implied in a number of

twentieth-century readings of the novel.
The workhouse orphan, given her title by Dick Swiveller,

is virtually unique among Dickens's female child and

adolescent characters in having "no nonsense about her,"
in being neither pathetically fragile nor obsessively pure,
1 F. G. Kitton, Diekens and His Illustrators (London, 1899), p. 80.
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and in escaping the Pecksniffian unction of Dickens's senti-

mental rhetoric. There are, however, some peculiar

ambiguities about her. Though Dickens remarks at the end

of the novel that the Marchioness is, after six years of

schooling, "at a moderate guess, full nineteen years of age",1
there is only one allusion to her age in the body of the novel

- when, in Chapter 57, Dick asks her how old she is, and
she replies that she doesn't know (p. 417); thus the reader
is never certain of any specific age in those passages which
deal directly with her. She is frequently referred to as "the
small servant", but her size seems to be as much a function
of her starvation diet as of her age. At times she appears
from the text to be a child of no more than eight or nine,
as when she is described as "a small slipshod girl in a dirty
coarse apron and bib, which left nothing of her visible but
her face and feet", and as speaking in "a little voice". And
yet she is described on the same page as "an old-fashioned

child", a phrase which Dickens apparently uses here to
mean old in appearance, for we are told that she looks as
though "she must have been at work from her cradle"
(Ch. 34, p. 255).
Elsewhere, she is neither a young child nor a preternaturali old one, but virtually a woman. Instead of being
bloodlessly fragile and passive like many of Dickens's other
young girls, the Marchioness is capable of positive action:
she leaves her cruel employers, the Brasses, moves in with
Dick and nurses him through his illness, and intrepidly
carries news that will save Kit Nubbles from transportation.

These actions seem to be what G. K. Chesterton had in mind

when he wrote of the "entirely heroic characteristics" of
the Marchioness.2 Perhaps most significantly, she is capable
of entering a relationship with Dick of a kind that would
be unthinkable for her contemporary, Nell, with any man,
a relationship that is more than that of a child to an adult,

since setting up housekeeping with Dick the Marchioness
1 Chapter 73 ("Chapter the Last"), p. 551. All citations from The Old

Curiosity Shop are from the New Oxford Illustrated edition (1951).
2 G. K. Chesterton, Appreciations and Criticisms of the Works of Charles

Dickens (London, Í911), p. 56.
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in fact takes over all the functions of a wife except the
sexual one (for their pre-marital housekeeping see Chapters

64-66). Indeed, Dickens's frequent care to describe the
Marchioness as a child (though not in the housekeeping
chapters) might be a sign of his nervousness over the
degree to which she threatens to become a woman. And
Dickens's original intention to make the Marchioness the
illegitimate daughter of the overtly sexual Quilp and the
perverse and demonic Sally Brass1 suggests a strong

ambivalence in his attitude toward his character.

These complexities have been observed, but not systematically examined, by a number of critics. Chesterton, as
noted above, describes the Marchioness as possessing "all
the characteristics, the entirely heroic characteristics which

make a woman respected by a man",2 while conversely,
K. J. Fielding sees her as "with the exception of David
Copperfield and Pip . . . the only natural child in Dickens's
works". 3 Fielding goes so far as to assert that the Marchioness "is never more than a child in the course of the story",

while Chesterton insists that her relationship to Dick is
"the one true romance in the whole of Dickens". Jack
Lindsay has commented that Chesterton is responding to

something "sexually veiled" in the relationship,4 though
Lindsay does not venture to say what that something is.

And one of the novel's most recent critics, Gabriel Pearson,

follows Chesterton's lead in seeing the Marchioness and
Dick as a case of genuine human love, an alternative to the
inhumanly pure Nell and the monstrous Quilp.5
Browne's illustrations demonstrate that the ambiguity,
1 Sylvêre Monod, Dickens romancier (Paris, 1953), p. 162. For comments on
the sexual, perverse and demonic qualities of Quilp and Sally, see, besides
Lindsay and Pearson, Mark Spilka, "Little Nell Revisited", P M AS AL,

XLV (I960), 427-437; and Steven Marcus, Dickens from Pickwick to

Dombey (New York. 1965), Chapter 5.
2 Chesterton, p. 56.
3 K. J. Fielding, Charles Dickens: A Critical Introduction (New York, 1965),
pp. 70-1.
4 Jack Lindsay, Charles Dickens: A Biographical and Critical Study (London,
1950), p. 194.

5 Gabriel Pearson, "The Old Curiosity Shop", Die/sens and the Twentieth
Century , ed. John Gross and Gabriel Pearson (London, 1962), pp. 77-90.
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the "veiled" sexuality of the Marchioness is a quality that

could strike an early Victorian reader. For although the
first two illustrations in which the Marchioness appears

("Mr. Brass at the Keyhole", Ch. 35, and "The Small
Servant's Dinner", Ch. 36) show her clearly as a child,

those depicting her after she and Dick become acquainted

are oddly varied. In "The Marchioness at Cards" (Ch. 57,
fig. I) she has a small, childish body and an old woman's
face; in her particular clothing she resembles nothing so
much as a stereotyped figure of a witch. In the next
relevant illustration, the one in which Dick awakes to find

her moved into his rooms ("A Quiet Game of Cribbage",
Ch. 64, fig. II), the Marchioness is dressed in the same
outfit - tall milkmaid's bonnet, oversized slippers, and
butcher's apron over her dress - but her neck and shoulders
are bare, her face is much less haglike, and there is perhaps
even a hint of a bosom. In the two other illustrations in

which she appears ("The Marchioness in the Chaise",

Ch. 65, fig. Ill; and "Delicacies for Mr. Swiveller", Ch. 66,
fig. IV), the Marchioness's face looks more natural still.
Descriptions must be somewhat subjective, but I think it is
safe to say that Browne is trying to depict a face that is
basically feminine, and definitely more than childish, but
whose attractiveness has been marred by privation. In the
first of this pair of engravings the Marchioness's face has

a determined look that makes her seem a combination of

child and woman; in the second, in which her expression is
joyful, she appears decidedly adolescent.
Thus was the Marchioness variously drawn by Phiz for
the original edition of The Old Curiosity Shop. Seven years
later this same artist produced a radically different version

of the orphan girl. In an illustration done for the First
Cheap Edition, but also published separately,1 we find a
Marchioness who is neither haglike nor childish, but
1 Four Fiâtes, Engraved Under the Supervision of Hablôt K. Browne and Robert
Young, to illustrate the Cheap Edition of "The Old Curiosity Shop " . . . (London

Chapman and Hall, 1848). The engraving of the Marchioness is most
readily accessible in Edgar Browne's Phiz and Dickens (London, 1913),
facing p. 256.
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Figure I

Figure II
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Figure III

Figure IV
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instead a very attractive young woman (fig. V). Her smallness is the only familiar quality; she is not thin, but has an
appealing roundness of face and figure, and on the whole
gives the impression of being somewhere between fourteen
and seventeen. She wears no bonnet, and her hair is done
up fetchingly behind, with only enough carelessness to give

a gamin quality; seated, she dangles one bare foot about
six inches from the floor, while the other is partially inserted

in a slipper. On her face is an open expression quite

different from the haunted, ravaged look of the original
illustrations. One's first thought is that this must be the
Marchioness after she has gone to school and married Dick;
but the details belie this impression, for she sits on a chest
marked "D. Swiveller His Chest", and holds several playing
cards in her lap, while two medicine bottles are visible in

the background. These details indicate that this is an

illustration of that part of the novel in which the Marchioness nurses Dick through his illness and plays cribbage with

herself to while away the time. (It corresponds to " A

Quiet Game of Cribbage", in which, perhaps coincidentally

the Marchioness looks most feminine.) There is no

ambiguity here: the Marchioness is explicitly nubile, and
yet, according to the setting, is "small servant" and not
polished nineteen-year-old. Phiz has compensated for the
uncertainty of his early illustrations with the directness of

this one. Indeed, he overcompensates by eliminating all

signs (except the untidy hair and the oversized slippers) of
the Marchioness's privation, and to that extent he distorts

Dickens. But the illustration as a whole may be taken to
represent part of the artists's imaginative experiencing of
Dickens's creation, a part which is given only fleeting and
hesitant expression in the original engravings.

The status of Browne's illustrations as critical evidence

is thus comparable to that of Dickens's original intention

to reveal the Marchioness as the product of a sexual-

demonic liaison. For both corroborate the fragmentary

findings of several critics that the character is surrounded
by an aura of sexuality, even though no overt evidence of
K
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this sexuality is present in the novel. Dickens's intention
regarding the girl's parentage indicates that in his primary

conception he endowed her with a heritage radically

different from that of his other female characters - a heritage

of sexual vitality, perverse though it be; and Browne's

illustrations, which are interpretations by a contemporary
and associate of the novelist, in their variety furnish further
proof that to find sexual ambiguity in the Marchioness of
the novel's text is neither over-imaginative nor anachronistic.
1 There is also extant a pencil sketch, reproduced here as figure VI, which
retains the shabby dress of the early engravings, and yet presents the
Marchioness as essentially the same adolescent girl as in the 1848 etching
(the sketch is found in Phi% and Dickens , facing page 254).
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- THE MARCHIONESS, «OLD CURIOSITY SHOP/*
Sketch m leitet paper.

Figure VI
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